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I. Abstract

Walking as a meditative practice strengthens a state of attention to the present moment
and connects me to nature. In a moment of presence, nature discloses the interconnection
of all things. These connections embody a feeling of oneness and provide a context to the
world around me. Through acute observation and intuitive response, I record and
contemplate specific information about my experience and translate it into space. By
investigating form and space relationships created by light, I observe a bit of magic;
emptiness with purpose, a portal for communal transcendence, the essence of beauty
within and around form. Stimulated by my observations, it is my intent to communicate
sentiments of stillness, ephemeral space and the temporality of nature.

Satori is a Japanese term used in Zen Buddhism to describe an intuitive experience, a
sudden flash of awareness, individual enlightenment and a feeling of infinite space.
Awareness is the hitch connecting me to existence, nature to eternity and spirituality to
physics. By working in nature, I am forced to be intimate with my surroundings, to feel
with my whole body. I often feel this as a connection to place. I gather and record literal
examples and document my emotive response with an object, photo, video, drawing, etc.
Glass is the substitution for my experience. I employ glass to both contain the actual
symbol specific to my connection and to express the abstract feeling of universal oneness.
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Fragility, transparency and reflection are qualities of glass that most accurately transfer
this personal feeling into sculpture.

Studio practice provides a stage on which my ideas can come to life. I look closely at the
evidence I have recorded on my walks and go deeply into it. This separation from the
original experience is a continuation of a feeling through material, a place to make
decisions and research my observations. As well, it is a means to transform a personal
moment into a universal visual language; from inspiration to viewer experience with form,
space and material. As a result, I make sensitive choices about the type of material and
method that may be most effective in communicating my concept. Experimentation,
models, samples and sketches prepare me to technically interpret my concept into glass. I
may use pate de verre, casting and flameworking techniques, among others, to create
light patterns, reflections about place and organic forms. This process also allows me to
answer questions about form, light and shadow, positive and negative space and if the
overall sense is being conveyed clearly. Through this method, I visualize the outcome of
the sculpture and consider options for presenting the idea that reinforce my concepts.

From a walk, to a feeling, to a dialogue, to a practice—my work evolves. This is the
sequence of my life. Every aspect is important when you live your work. Each flash of
Satori, is a moment of self discovery. Making is the center from which I navigate the
world.
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Summary

Satori is defined as a sudden flash of insight or awakening. After reading, “The Power of
Now” by Eckhart Tolle, I understand this sensation to be a result of intense present
moment awareness. In a state of stillness in nature, I become intimate with my
surroundings. Time is suspended; being shifts away from mind and into the minutiae of
my observations. Natural patterns, evidence of time’s impact on the landscape and
detailed characteristics of place all surface at these moments. Walking in nature is my
approach to synthesize these experiences.

The evidence of time is a common thread in my observations. The ever changing sunlight
and subtle moonlight engage me with contrasting edges, contours and shapes. Diffused
light at dusk and dawn summon the mysteries of formlessness—revealing liminal,
transitory spaces. Space is emptiness; nothing provides a stage for form to exist. Time
stitches space and experience together.

Both micro and macro views of the landscape reveal a vast number of similarities. From
dust particles to mountain ranges, the same shapes, patterns and structures are found all
around me. Repeating patterns make up a foundation of geometric structure and organic
form. From vein patterns in leaves, to tributaries of a river to root systems of a tree the
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linear qualities are identical. Crystalline geometric structures of a single stone tell the
story of the larger formations of land—lava flows, strata sedimentation and tectonic
pressure. Wind patterns shape clouds that mimic rhythms of ocean waves. Each
comparison is an example of the interconnection within the natural world.

Through this body of work, I intend to reflect upon a record of mindfulness by reframing
it as visual experience. Formally, each glass sculpture is a translation of a unique personal
experience; a band of light illuminating a window into a tree, a drawing of shadows on
the forest floor, segments of stone images sliced to tell a hidden story, a path of reflecting
foot steps and a series of forms created from layered paper referencing impermanence—
the building and breaking down, the temporality of nature, an interpretation of emptiness.
The aspiration of this body of work is to evoke a sense of stillness and presence in the
viewer.

II. Discussion of Sources and Research

In the creation and execution of my thesis work, I delved deeply into theoretical research.
The root of my inspiration lies in the investigation of time and space in the context of a
particular place. The concepts that drive my ideas have allowed me to venture into
several processes and applications. Walks in nature as a practice of presence, coupled
with the notes, photos and objects from each experience, led me to uncover the questions
of my investigation. Collectively, the sum of this research expanded my view of my
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personal experience in nature and allowed me to contemplate the global effects of
humans on the environment.

In the pursuit to uncover underlying patterns within my experiences, I researched artists
who work with aligning themes. A central theme to this body of work is time. The
transience of time as signified by each passing moment is a constant source of memories.
Ann Hamilton creates installations that explore the relation between senses as the
transformation and recognition of nature. By making work through the act of repetition,
permutation and accumulation, the objects further their purpose. Things refuse to
surrender their history. Through the use of both glass and found objects, I give context to
my sense impressions. Each moment that passes is an instant memory. My work
continues as reminiscence and develops through stories in which memory is expressed.
(Stewart, 225-251)

In the temporality of nature, I observe impermanence. The work of Andy Goldsworthy
has inspired my perspective and approach to natural themes. He says his “touch looks
into the heart of nature” and seems to reach for its essence. The outcome of his sculpture
is a segment of making which then persists on the landscape and its photographed
through the seasons, tidal changes, decay, etc. “Time and change are connected to place” ,
he writes (Goldsworthy, 7). Both play an important role in what I examine, record and
create from a place. Real change can only be absorbed through the time it takes to get to
know a place. Walking the same path everyday permits me to become friends with it, fall
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in love with its subtleties, take in the effects of time and personally become part of the
cycle.

Goldsworthy’s approach to making is one of learning from nature. At the beginning of
his career as a sculptor, he worked in Morecombe Bay in Scotland. “The beach was, and
still is, a great teacher” he says (Goldsworthy, 7). I have spent most of my life on the
beach and feel a sincere understanding of this work. The arches, sand holes and nest
forms completed around the timing of the tides, his use of reflection in the water to
complete shapes and his acts seeking negative spaces in what is positive, are examples of
a cherished relationship with place. The more acquainted I become with a place, the
closer I get to its essence and the truth behind my observations.

Walking is the method through which I get to know a place. The act of walking can be
meditative and contemplative. It can also be an art act. In Richard Long’s piece, “A line
made by walking” the walk, or memory of it, is the art. This piece exists as a photograph
documenting a line trodden across a field by the artist’s feet. This work has been referred
to as “deliberate idling” (Roelstraete, 22). Long encourages complete acceptance of the
walk itself. This work led me to create a sculpture entitled Path about the act of the walk.

An attempt to comprehend the visual reality is one to understand space. In the Tao of
Physics by Fritjof Capra, all things are understood to be moving in space--A relationship
of energy both positive and negative. Above, below, under, between and around the
fabric of all things exists space, now considered the fourth dimension with respect to time.
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Quantum physics informs us that nothing is actually filled with energy and that
previously unseen forces of this energy keep the forms around us stable. Anish Kapoor
describes this “illusionary space” as the place of becoming. In his work Cloud Gate the
space is revolutionary in both content and it physical effect on the viewer. (Jacob & Baas
177-183). This work directly influenced my exploration into mirroring glass and
involving the viewer as part of the work.

A curiosity of this concealed space led me to question emptiness on a physical and
spiritual level. What is nothingness? Is liminal space a place of faith? In The Nothing
That Is, A Natural History of Zero, Robert Kaplan asserts, “Zero takes on a variety of
forms not only as a number but as a metaphor of despair and delight; as a nothing that is
actually something; as a progenitor of us all and as the riddles of riddles. The Greeks
believed that without no-thing we could not have something. Buddhists believe that
emptiness is the force by which form exists; it is not the wheel that supports the cart but
the space between the spokes. This inquiry was the impetus to evaluate positive and
negative space as a prominent aspect in my sculpture.

Buddhism explains emptiness or concepts of non-form as a virtue. The empty space is
one of clarity—out of mind and in body, so to speak. Kapoor reflects, “The more I empty
out, the more there is. Emptying out is filling up” (Jacob & Baas 177-183). Quieting the
mind to fill up is a key component in my studio practice as well as my outdoor
experience. Emptiness is fullness yet emptiness itself is empty; the result is a platform
from which ideas begin. Jacob recounts that in this space time, lies the Buddhist model
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for universal interconnectedness as, “one of emptiness or potentiality and codependence.”
It is through a collective balance that everything exists as it does. Einstein said, “Our
separation from each other is an optical illusion of consciousness.” Physics has proven
that the matter we perceive is all the same on a particle level and about ninety percent of
it is empty space. Through carefully questioning my observations of space relative to my
experience, I gain a deeper understanding of the repetition of form, shape and line that
are ever present in the landscape and continually part of my work.

In space, I find silence and light. Giocometti declared after a revelation about space,
“Everything was different, space and objects and colors and the silence, because the
sense of space generates silence, bathes objects in silence.” (Lord, 258) It is through
silence that I find stillness and become aware of light and space in the landscape. In a
description of the Scottish Highlands, Neil Gunn writes, “Gradually the stillness of the
far north prospect grows unearthly. Light is silence and nothing listens where all is
eternity ” (102). Listening to silence is another portal to access the present moment. In a
lecture by glass architect Jamie Carpenter, He asserts “light is the information and glass
is the vehicle”. To paraphrase William Warmus in a recent lecture at Corning, glass is
linked to light and imbues a sensibility of Godliness. As a material, transparent glass is
inseparable from light. In this body of work, glass acts as a record of time, an interpreter
of light and an explorer space.

III. Critical Analysis
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Satori is a moment of presence, as a sculpture—a moment captured, crystallized into
form. As a processor and translator of light, a time keeper of memory and place holder of
limpid space, glass is the material that most clearly conveys my ideas. Each sculpture
examines an idea through its execution. Just as every moment is unique, each glass
process distinctly relates to its respective sculpture and has been selected to strengthen
the visual message to the viewer.

As I work with glass, I intuitively respond to the natural course of its making. The
material tells me what it will do as it moves. Like a ballerina responds to music through
steps, I respond to gravity by manipulating heat. My conceptual idea leads the way to
ultimately complete each art work.

The first piece, entitled Path, is a series of mirrored bricks arranged in a foot path spaced
at the distance of my own stride. Inspired by my outdoor hikes, these pieces are created
with a process called hot casting where liquid glass is ladled from the furnace and poured
into a graphite form. Each brick is then released before cooled so the glass is still moving.
The result is a unique collapsing cubic form that effectively expresses my intention of a
walk and gravity on the land. This compilation of multiple parts forms a floor installation
of illuminated steps, distorting and reflecting the world. The use of mirror includes the
viewer in the work. The purpose is that the viewer may individually experience the
stillness and clarity that I reach by walking.
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In the second piece, I explored kiln casting to create the sculpture entitled, Window. This
work is a large section of tree bark translated into glass through a series of several
processes. From found form to mold, to wax, to plaster silica and finally to glass, this
project developed into a human scale, freestanding sculpture. In the center of the bark, I
created a smooth geometric window that I polished to a shiny surface in order to contrast
with the woody texture and create a dramatic emphasis on the immersive space of the
interior of the casting. This piece captures light, defines a shape through which to dream,
and embodies a feeling of stillness inspired by a band of light on the surface of a tree.

The third piece is a light drawing of the shadow cast onto the forest floor by the trees. A
wall piece, entitled Light Lace, is comprised of many fine threads of glass that have been
manipulated at the torch to create long lines like a flowing stream of consciousness. I
connect these glass threads together with a torch to create irregular linked sections. Once
cooled, I install them in layers to create a dense shadow effect on the white wall behind
them. Each thread is suspended with tiny handmade glass hooks creating the illusion that
the threads are floating on the wall. This sculpture is ephemeral and changes with the
timing of the light. It can resemble wind broken water or ice cracking. For me, it is an
example of the natural lines that seem to be present in all things. Lines of growth and
topography, a meditative drawing and a language of interconnection are some of the
facets of this work.

With a more investigative approach, I created the fourth piece entitled Stone Story. On a
walk near a river in Massachusetts, I intuitively chose a stone. I held it in my hand for a
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long while that day then I brought it home. I felt it was a place holder for a moment of
time, a connection to that place, so I went about a deliberate inquiry, a search into the
core of that object. I began my research at the Munsell Color Lab on campus. Though my
stone is highly reflective and impossible to fine its color analysis with the standard test,
we instead analyzed what the color wave would look like mathematically. On an x and y
grid, I learned I could see the color of the stone in a new way. Once I had separated the
stone’s color to its essence, I went to a geologist to find the age, presence of inclusions,
and name of this stone. Ward’s Science is a supplier of stone samples and slides for the
learning community. They have a geologist on staff that met with me and gave me a
lesson in the qualities of my stone. Through evolving research, I found that my questions
always lead to more questions. These questions revealed my process as an artist; to
deconstruct and reconstruct every detail of an idea. Stone Story consists of five pieces
that represent the story that surfaced from this stone. Three circular fused glass panels
are wall mounted and contain microscopic imagery from photographs of the stone that I
took in the bio-medical lab on campus. Inspired by the geometric shapes found in the
images—mica, organic inclusions, garnets, hexagons, decahedrons—a computer model
was made of the exterior of the stone and these shapes were converted to small forms as
objects and were inserted into the stone rendering. The result is a still of the stone with
objects inside and a vine growing around them. In a way, I made the real imagined and
the imagined viewable with the naked eye. I found that by growing the stone as a model,
I could put into practice the findings of my research in yet another way. The still frame
can be printed as a 3-D model in the future. Therefore, the shapes exposed under a
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microscope manifest as voids in the stone form, explaining the story, now extracted, as a
new visual experience of space.

The last group of work is an installation about impermanence. This collection is
comprised of a few white glass sculptures as well as black and white photography entitled
Burn. The sculptures are executed by combining a pate de verre glass application to a
burn-out process to create layers of papery, fragile glass sculptures. Each layer of glass
powder is packed onto a piece of kiln paper then layered to the desired thickness. Next, it
is formed in a mold or with ceramic fiber and fired in a kiln. The effect is a glass fossil,
the paper turns to dust. Like an archeologist, I reveal its form out of the ashes of the firing.
The application of this work correlates to my observations of transience and
impermanence, the cycle of life found in nature. These pieces are complemented with
black and white photography of hot glass drawings on paper. This environment seeks to
touch the essence of change and send time into smoke.

As a collection these sculptures are a cohesive record of my exploration into present
moment awareness. Each sculpture lives, breaths and dies by light, time and space; it
designates a location to a memory. Satori is fleeting. This body of work serves as a record
of a moment to be shared, a physical reminder of presence and points of access into the
now.

IV. Conclusion
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Satori is a collection of sculpture intended to lead the viewer through a series of
memories. Each personal experience relates to a memory which inspires a glass sculpture.
The ideas arose sequentially as time passed; this informs the arrangement of the show.

From the entrance the works are arranged in a circle and then conclude in a smaller
separate space. The Path is set up along a glass half wall on a bed of organic material.
The placement is to give the viewer a sense of space; a sculpture to walk along. To
observe each reflective glass step as purposeful and fleeting recycles my experience into
a new passage of time, as physical document of a series of moments.

From the conclusion of the work Path, the viewer is meant to meander around the end of
the room toward the free standing glass sculpture entitled Window. Commonly on walks
in the woods, I am practicing awareness through observation. Getting to know the
landscape meant learning about the botanical environment. I found that some trees in
northern New York State have a very textural bark to protect them from the harsh winters.
This texture has a quality of line that I see in so many things in nature and could not resist
the inspiration of light cascading across it. I found a large piece of bark from a fallen tree
and set about molding this texture. A shape of light vertically striking the center of a tree
caused me to think about a window into the tree, a curious space. The final sculpture
creates this immersive space through the effect of a highly polished window into a
colorless blurred texture. The intention is that the viewer may begin to question what they
see and consider what might be inside.
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The lines found in the bark are repeated in many of the works. The Light Lace is an
example of this line drawn on a wall using glass. It refers to light cast shadows but
references the edges of leaves, cracks in the earth, the ice and wind swept water, positive
and negative shapes evident in nature. These lines begin in the debris under Path, repeat
in the edges of the bark in Window, then pick up again as a light drawing in Light Lace.

Across from the light drawing is the work entitled Stone Story. This piece rounds out the
circle arrangement and is on the other side of a door way leading to the final installation
work, Burn, which resides in the separate space. The stone is on a small shelf on the wall
near three glass panels containing the researched information about the stone. These
visuals are a very close look at the evidence of time and weather on the land. The
microscopic views reveal the repetition and sameness, interconnection of the natural
world. These images ask the viewer to quietly look into the heart of the stone.

The installation Burn uses the act of burning paper to expose essential shape and form
and continue a visual conversation about time. The photographic work is taken of a hot
glass drawing. Made from six layers of wet paper, a surface is burned into an abstract
expressionistic drawing by the dripping hot glass. After removing all of the cooled glass,
each layer was separated, sculpted into a form and lit. The black and white imagery
intensifies the concept; the burning away of time depicts shapes of space. The three glass
sculptures are dimensional examples of burning to create form. Together the two
dimensional and three dimensional pieces inform each other and reinforce the
fossilization of time, ephemeral space and emotional stillness.
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Burn concludes the works displayed in the show. It is meant to be viewed last in the
series of work because it is about the end of measured time, a shift of viewpoint from
change toward eternity. Though the natural world is one of birth and death, strength and
decay it is also a perfect balance of harmony—each action creating the next, each shape
creates a void, each moment replaces a memory. As a body of work, Satori is not only a
series of my experiences of present moment awareness but also a spiritual voyage to
understand the meaning of oneness and the interconnection of the world around me.

This work has brought about new ideas and challenges for the future. These questions are
both technical and conceptual. Recent research about continuous line can be further
explored through drawing and building glass in layers to manipulate light. I want to
continue to investigate this concept by exploring other avenues of presentation of this
idea, intensely considering the qualities of light and shadow drawing. Most importantly,
by continuing a practice of glass drawing at the torch, I continue to sharpen my
awareness of the present moment and hone the ‘making as meditation’ process.

Beyond learning to define my inspiration and making process, I aspire to expand on the
pate de verre series. Through trial and error and the love of this process, I have
discovered a hidden beauty only revealed by burning away. The result of these pieces not
only comments on impermanence of nature but abstractly incorporates a visceral quality
of the human form evident in the wrinkles and aging skin textures possible with glass
powder. This process has many possibilities of scale and form, color and texture and new
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ways to visualize space with glass. This journey has only begun to answer my questions
about time and space in relation to my experience and will be expanded through a
continued exploration through pate de verre glass sculpture.

As a concept, temporality and impermanence of life with relation to nature continues to
fascinate me. An emotional connection to my experience, coupled with curiosity will ever
ignite my ideas and fuel them with questions. My intention in the future is to uncover the
stillness within my observations, expand upon the relationship between forms and
maintain loyalty to the present moment in concept and process.
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*All Photography in Burn created with assistance from Hsiang-Lu Meng
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